**Bilz-Products in application**

Highly-effective BILZ® Vibration Insulation for stamping machinery demonstrated with the AMADA EM 2510 NT

**Applications:**
Floor mounts; Offices or residences are near production facilities; Disturbance of sensitive machinery by stamping machine is to be avoided etc.

**Equipment:**
BILZ® Rubber Air Springs Faebi ® 580 HD/Am and Faebi ® 150
Options available: Mechanical or electro-pneumatic level control (e.g. for interlinking machinery)

**Wirksamkeit:**
The transmission of energy to the floor is drastically reduced by the low-frequency, soft mounting!

**Diagram:** vibration transmitted to production floor with conventional mounting and with BILZ® Air Springs
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**Frequency analysis AMADA EM 2510 NT**

- Floor load mount on leveling wedge
- Floor load mount on Bilz Rubber Air Springs FAEBI®-HD
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